
Clearing Away the Debris



The Rhythms of the  
Seasons of the Church:  

Lent  



✤ Surrender 

✤ Naming God’s Presence 

✤ Aligning   

 Three Eternal MovementsToward 
God 







Conclusion of Candlemas:

“We Turn from the Crib to the Cross” 



Shrovetide
Septuagesima Sunday

Sexagesima Sunday

Quinquagesima - Transfiguration Sunday

Shrove Tuesday 





The waiting in Advent is a different kind of waiting. It is a waiting of 
expectation. 

The Lenten color is purple (not violet)which characterizes waiting and 
yearning by identifying with Christ’s suffering, through surrender and 

brokenness,
in expectation of the victory of the Cross on Easter







Awareness of  sin must be over-powered 
by an awareness of  the love and 

acceptance God has for us despite our 
sinful condition 



Spiritual transformation is the process by which Christ is 
formed in us for the glory of God, for the abundance of our 
own lives and for the sake of others (Rom 8:29; 12:1-2; Gal 
4:19).

Barton, Ruth Haley. Pursuing God's Will Together



LENT IS THE SEASON OF…….. 
•LETTING GO OF THE FALSE TO EMBRACE 

THE TRUE 

•INCREASING IN OUR KNOWLEDGE OF 
GOD’S LOVE

•KNOWING WE ARE MADE STRONG IN OUR 
WEAKNESSES  





The aim of discernment as “finding God in all things in 
order that we might love and serve God in all” 

Discernment is an ever-increasing capacity to “see” or 
discern the works of God in the midst of the human 
situation so that we can align ourselves with whatever it is 
that God is doing.

—Ignatius of Loyola



Practices of Discernment 
• Retreat - surrendering our time to God

• Confession - naming our sin

•  Examen-desolations and consolations

• Aligning - what is God doing? 

•  Reconciliation - building back our relationship 
with God and others   



Surrender 



Retreat 
An Invitation into God’s Presence 



Retreat 
  • Reclaiming Retreat as a spiritual practice 



Retreat 
An Invitation into God’s Presence 

Retreat in the context of the spiritual life is an extended time 
apart for the purpose of being with God and giving God our full 
and undivided attention 

“A generous commitment to our friendship with God”
—Emilie Griffin



Retreat 
Surrendering our Time  



Time comes when we yearn for more of God than our 
schedules will allow. We are tired, we are crushed, we are 
crowded by friends and acquaintances, commitments and 
obligations. The life of grace is abounding that we are too 

busy for it even good obligations begin to hem us in.

—Emilie Griffin 





Almost every popular 
invention of  the last twenty 
or thirty years has had time 

(saving) as it principal 
feature and benefit- we 

want instant meals, instant 
communication, instant 

access to people or 
information, at any time of  

the day or night, and 
instant response.                    



Retreat 
  • Reclaiming Retreat as a spiritual practice

• Mark 6:30

• Luke 4: Jesus’ wilderness experience  





Retreat 
  • Reclaiming Retreat as a spiritual practice

• Mark 6:30

• Luke 4: Jesus’ wilderness experience  

• Sabbath keeping

• The Examen 

• Quarterly or bi-yearly personal retreats 



In Retreat we.. 

• We hear God's invitation to rest and relinquish

• We experience rhythms that replenish body, mind and soul

• We practice recognizing and responding to God’s presence

• We recalibrate 

• We reengage our lives





Slow us down for the fast. Still our restless spirits ... 
Calm our racing minds ... Centre our being ... 

Let our longing linger. 
Let it take root 

and create a beautiful yearning space 
that has the time to ache ... 

Slow us down for the fast. 
Silence the siren voices ... 

Wait for our weary wanting 
to meet our need and  and common ground ...


